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Index Format and Content

The abbreviations and editions of the three books indexed are:


To avoid the problem that different editions of the indexed books have different page numbers, the entries in this index contain both chapter numbers and page numbers.

The locator references contain the following abbreviations:

App = Appendix—for example, App A = Appendix A
  = chapter—for example, c15 = Chapter 15
ESP = ESP Class Session
Glos = Glossary
Pre = Preface

A
Adventures in Consciousness (Jane Roberts), PP:c01:5, PP:c18:226
  contents, AC:Pre:vii
  copyreading of, PP:c11:122
  initial writing of, AC:c06:63
  method of writing, AC:Pre:ix
The Afterdeath Journal of William James (Jane Roberts), GJ:c02:9, GJ:c02:12, GJ:c03:16
  origin in Jane's library, GJ:c10:95
Agnes hurricane and flood, 1972, AC:c09:115
Akashic records, PP:c01:10–13
  See also God
Allah, GJ:c21:214
Alpha One, AC:c06:66, AC:c07:78–79
Alpha Two, AC:c01:2–6, AC:c06:66, AC:c06:72, AC:c07:78–79
animal medicine man, Jane’s vision of, PP:c14:171
Anna (pseudonym, visitor), GJ:c24:251–252
apartment arrangement at 458 West Water Street, AC:c06:62–63, PP:c01:3–4
archetypes, Jung’s, AC:c10:123
Arnold, AC:c15:185–186
Aspect-prints, AC:c10:127–129
  definition of, AC:Glos:277
Aspect psychology, PP:c04:55
  function of, AC:Pre:v–ix
  impetus for, AC:c01:2, AC:c01:13–14, AC:c04:40–45, AC:c05:59
  method of receiving details of, AC:c10:118–137
  See also Aspects (Aspect selves); Aspect therapy
Aspect therapy, AC:c20:254
  altered states and, PP:c21:271–272
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>basic source</td>
<td>AC:c11:131–135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definition of</td>
<td>AC:Glos:277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>characteristics of</td>
<td>AC:c10:126–130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communication with the focus personality</td>
<td>PP:c21:279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definition of</td>
<td>AC:Glos:277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earth</td>
<td>PP:c16:197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geared to individual needs and desires</td>
<td>PP:c24:322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interaction with others</td>
<td>AC:c11:135–137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isolation of</td>
<td>AC:App IV:274–275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prime</td>
<td>PP:c16:197, PP:c16:201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of reality</td>
<td>AC:c15:180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serve as inner guides</td>
<td>AC:c20:252–255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in consciousness's Stage One</td>
<td>PP:c24:315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B**

basic source Aspects. See Aspects (Aspect selves)

beliefs

- examining one's, GJ:c06:50–51
- official
  - Jane's vs., GJ:c16:166–167
  - line of consciousness. See official line of consciousness replacing, GJ:c10:94

between-life period, description of, PP:c13:152–154

biblical research, Rob's reaction to, AC:c05:46–47


Billy (cat), GJ:c03:19, GJ:c04:29–30

bird episode, AC:c14:166–169, AC:c14:175

black holes, AC:c02:19, AC:c07:82, AC:c18:217–218

- experience in, AC:c19:240


boy with a hole in his chest (Gordon), PP:c10:113–114, PP:c11:127

Buddha, GJ:c21:214

Burdo, Joseph Adolph, GJ:c05:42

Butts, Robert F., Jr. ("Rob")

- biblical research by, AC:c05:46–47
- drawings for *Dialogues and Adventures*, PP:c18:226
- dream of, precognitive, AC:c18:222–223
- eye phenomenon, AC:c07:80–81
- marriage to Jane Roberts, GJ:c05:46

reincarnational selves:

- Jamaican woman, PP:c12:130–134
- Nebene. See Nebene and Shirin
- role in Seth sessions, GJ:c14:144
- vision of his father between lives, PP:c13:152–155

Butts, Robert F., Sr. ("Father Butts"), AC:c06:60


Butts, Stella ("Mother Butts"), AC:c06:60–62, AC:c18:221

- illness of, AC:c14:165–170
- Jane's short story about, AC:c14:166–167
Camper, Dr. See scientist (Dr. Camper, pseudonym)
cave drawings, PP:c25:336
cells, precognition of, AC:c18:218–219
Charles (pseudonym, visitor), GJ:c24:251–252
Christian religion
   beliefs of India in, GJ:c20:208
Christ, AC:c08:87–88
   Crucifixion myth, GJ:c20:203–205
   message of, PP:c25:335
   "never did exist in time," Jane states, PP:c25:336
   psychic experiences in the time of, GJ:c20:207–211
   substitute on the cross for, GJ:c20:208
   God, concept of, GJ:c07:58–63
   GJ:c24:253
   probabilities of, GJ:c20:209
clairvoyance, GJ:c09:85
codes, inner, as models, PP:c15:189
"codicil" (word), Jane's idea of, PP:c15:188, PP:c16:204
   as an alternative model for civilization, PP:c21:276
   Jane's uneasiness with, PP:c22:283–289
   practical applications of, PP:c22:280–294
   relationship to the stages of consciousness, PP:c24:319
   results of adopting, PP:c24:324–325
   Seth's comments on, PP:c27:367–368
coincidences, GJ:c12:124
   in the move to the hill house, PP:c20:256
   See also Big Flats woman
   increasing in current times, GJ:c21:212–213, GJ:c21:216
   See also Ouija board; automatic writing
consciousness
   as energy, AC:c14:172
   official line of. See official line of consciousness
   stages of, PP:c24:314–325
coordination points in the psyche, PP:c03:41
cordellas, AC:c08:100–102
   See also focus personality; reincarnation
creativity, state of, GJ:c16:164–166
Crocker, Martin, AC:c02:26, AC:c03:27–35, AC:c04:40–41
cummings, e e, GJ:Pre:vi–vii
   pessimism in the poetry of, GJ:c24:254
D
danger-seeking people, GJ:c20:201–203
Dare, Jed, PP:c03:46–47
Darrow, Greta (pseudonym, physics professor), GJ:c20:202–207
theories of, GJ:c06:53, GJ:c07:58
pessimism in, GJ:c24:253
David (pseudonym), GJ:c18:184–186
PP:c26:357, GJ:c10:99
disease. See illness
Dorothea and Phillip (visitors from Canada), GJ:c23:240–244
dream, precognitive, Rob’s, AC:c18:222–223
dreaming as an inner order of reality, AC:c15:179–180
GJ:c24:257

E
earthquakes, GJ:c19:194, GJ:c19:198
*The Education of Oversoul 7* (Jane Roberts), AC:c07:84, AC:c08:89, AC:c16:192
characters in, AC:c09:109, AC:c09:111–113
See also Cyprus; Lydia; Seven
writing of, AC:c09:107–109
Edwards, Dr. Harry, AC:c06:72–73
ego, AC:c13:148
function of, AC:c10:124–126
state of, after death, GJ:c11:112–113
Eliot, T. S., GJ:c04:27
pessimism in the poetry of, GJ:c24:254
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, GJ:c24:253–254
*Emir’s Education in the Proper Use of Magical Powers* (Jane Roberts), GJ:c02:11–12, GJ:c03:16–17
energy, consciousness is, GJ:c14:146
entity. See source self
enzymes, mental, AC:c13:157
ESP Class
also called Expansion-of-Consciousness Class, AC:c01:3
no longer regularly scheduled, PP:c15:178, PP:c27:366
probable class, Jane’s experience of, PP:c17:209–215
psychic experiences after class, AC:c02:15–16
session of
1/07/75, PP:c15:179–187
1/29/74, AC:App I:257–264
7/03/73, AC:App II:265–267
Seth’s attitudes in, PP:c15:180–181
students
Anna, AC:c04:37
Audrey, AC:c03:28
Bette, AC:c02:19–24, AC:c04:37, AC:c07:79
Bill, AC:c04:37
Brenda, AC:c04:37
Dorothy, AC:c02:15
Helen, AC:c04:37–38
Joel (pseudonym), AC:c01:6, AC:c01:12, AC:c01:13, AC:c02:18–24, AC:c05:56
John, AC:c03:34
Larry, AC:c02:16
Lora, AC:c04:37
Louise, AC:c06:64
Margie, AC:c04:37
Mattie (author of Bernard), AC:c06:64
Peter (pseudonym), PP:c04:55–56
Phil, AC:c07:79
Roger, AC:c02:18, AC:c04:38
Ron (pseudonym), AC:c01:10–11
Wade, AC:c15:176–178
See also Watkins, Susan Mullin ("Sue")

event horizon
  composition of, AC:c19:230
  definition of, AC:Glos:277
  probable, AC:c19:239–242
  time and, AC:c19:232–233

events
  how to attract. See Framework 1 and Framework 2
  mass, AC:c18:224–227
  physical, how chosen, AC:c13:150
  probable. See probabilities
  evil, belief in, GJ:c23:240–243
  evolution, theory of
  reincarnation and, GJ:c09:84
  See also Darwin, Charles

F
fairy, woman who thought she was, PP:c23:301–303
faith possessed by all, GJ:c02:12–14
focus of the universe on the individual, GJ:c09:85–87, GJ:c10:100–101
  characteristics of, AC:c10:125–129
  definition of, AC:Glos:277
  events and, AC:c14:163–175
  inward order of events and, AC:c18:216–218
  models and, PP:c05:60–61
  probable events and, AC:c18:215
  as a psychological white hole, AC:c18:217–218
  role of, PP:c16:202–203
  use of alternative sensing method, PP:c21:268–270
  whole life of, AC:c19:232–236
  GJ:c13:137–139
  See also impulses
Framework 3 and Framework 4, GJ:c13:139
  definition of, AC:Glos:277
free will, AC:c18:219, PP:c02:23
  of Aspect selves, AC:c10:122
  pessimism in the theories of, GJ:c24:253
  Williams James's comments on, PP:c06:71–72
From This Rich Bed, GJ:c05:46
The Further Education of Oversoul Seven (Jane Roberts), GJ:c03:16–17, GJ:c07:56
  future
    fact-in-the-, AC:c13:148
    formation of the, AC:c10:120–122
  See also precognition

G
  genes
    mental, AC:c13:157
    selfish, GJ:c09:91
  glass-shattering event, GJ:c19:193–198
Gnostic beliefs, AC:c04:41
God
  Christianity's concept of, GJ:c07:58–63
  origin of the concept of, AC:c11:137
  See also Aspects (Aspect selves)
    type needed currently, GJ:c24:254–256
God of Jane, GJ:c20:200
  poem about, GJ:c07:68
The God of Jane: A Psychic Manifesto (Jane Roberts), GJ:c07:65
  purpose of, GJ:c16:167–168
  gods
    history of, PP:c21:274–276
    See also Christian religion, early history of
    myths and, history of, PP:c21:274–276
    needed currently, PP:c10:116–119
    private, as models for development, GJ:c10:102–104
    redefining, GJ:c07:63–66
  gravity, PP:c11:124–125
Grover, Rev. (pseudonym). See preacher, television

H
hate, PP:c15:180
health
  cells' reflection of, AC:c18:219
  See also illness
  trance, Jane's, when receiving, AC:App III:270–271
  See also personagram
heroic
  coincidences in the move to, PP:c20:256
  move to, PP:c21:261–263
homosexuality, GJ:c18:185–186
  protest against, GJ:c24:246, GJ:c24:251

I
the ideal, PP:c05:58
If We Live Again (Jane Roberts), GJ:c04:26
illness, GJ:c19:194–196
  causes of, PP:c24:324–325
  diagnosis and treatment at a distance, GJ:c16:162–163
  Jane's. See Roberts, Jane, symptoms of
  mental, possible causes of, AC:c08:86–87, AC:c14:172, PP:c03:47
  prostate disease, PP:c07:74
  Seth's suggestions for curing, PP:c21:273
  constructive vs. contradictory, GJ:c11:111–119
  emotional reliance on, GJ:c10:105, GJ:c10:107
  God, as directions from, GJ:c24:254
  inner self speaks through, GJ:c18:188–190
  See also Framework 1 and Framework 2
The Individual and the Nature of Mass Events (Jane Roberts), GJ:c01:6–7, GJ:c03:16, GJ:c03:18–19,
individual as the center of the universe, GJ:c09:85–87, GJ:c10:100–101
inner codes as models, PP:c15:189
inner senses, GJ:c10:102
insanity. See illness, mental
  allows perception of the inner order, AC:c19:233
  as an altered state, AC:App IV:272
Instream, Dr. (pseudonym), GJ:c12:128
intellect, function of, AC:c10:124–125
interpretations, literal, vs. symbols, PP:c26:351–352

J
James, William
  comments on Freud and Jung, PP:c06:71–72
  Seth's comments on, PP:c07:82–84
  world view of, PP:c05:63, PP:c06:64–70
Jehovah, GJ:c21:214
Jones, Jim, GJ:c06:49
Jonestown "massacre," GJ:c03:18–19
Joseph (entity name), GJ:c13:136
  archetypes of, AC:c10:123
  Jane's reception of material from, PP:c06:73–76, PP:c07:85–86
  Williams James's comments on, PP:c06:71–72
K
Kennedy, John F., GJ:c24:247
known self. See focus personality
kundalini, PP:c18:223, PP:c18:225

L
Lester (pseudonym, ex-Moonie), GJ:c17:170–173, GJ:c18:183
library, Jane's, PP:c03:35–41, GJ:c10:93–96
figures from, Jane's interaction with, PP:c14:168–172
heroic colleagues of Jane and Rob, PP:c25:328–329
See also heroic, personages
impetus for material from, PP:c18:236–237
initial experiences in, PP:c01:7, PP:c01:9, PP:c01:14, PP:c01:18–19
models of Jane in, PP:c02:26–29
Seth's comments on, PP:c02:30–34
text received from, PP:c02:20–21, PP:c03:44–45, PP:c05:57–62, PP:c07:77–81, PP:c07:86,
therapeutic treatment in, PP:c09:100–101
life after death, GJ:c13:139
definition of, AC:Glos:277
probabilities and, AC:c13:154
racial, AC:c12:143–145
love, PP:c15:180
Lydia, AC:c09:111–112
Lyman (pseudonym, "Junior Parapsychologist"), PP:c01:10–14

M
manifest and unmanifest, the universe as, GJ:c10:103–104
Manson, Charles, GJ:c06:49
Margery (pseudonym, a visitor from Georgia), PP:c14:172–177, PP:c15:179, PP:c16:196
Mary (ESP Class member, Jean's sister), PP:c17:209, PP:c17:212–214
out-of-body experience, PP:c17:216–218
mass event, nature of, AC:c18:224–227
memory as faulty perception, GJ:c10:101
mental
enzymes and mental genes, AC:c13:157
illness. See illness, mental
models
Aspects as, PP:c16:197
attracted by symbols, PP:c20:251–252
for creativity, PP:c07:77–81
eccentricities and, PP:c05:57–60, PP:c08:94–96
focus personalities and, PP:c05:60–61
inner codes as, PP:c15:189
for physical reality, PP:c02:20–27, PP:c02:34, PP:c03:43–45
Plato's, PP:c10:114–115
private "gods" as, GJ:c10:102–104
in the psyche, PP:c23:306–310
as source selves, PP:c05:60
un-ideal, examples of, PP:c10:111–115
nature, humans as a part of, PP:c21:273–274
Seth's comments, PP:c27:367–368
The Nature of the Psyche (Jane Roberts), GJ:c02:9, GJ:c03:17, GJ:c18:185
beginning of, PP:c26:356
Seth's comments on, PP:c27:368
first appearance, AC:c05:46–59
definition of, AC:Glos:277
objectivity, AC:c14:165
See also Darwin, Charles; Freud, Sigmund; religions; science
in consciousness's Stage One, PP:c24:315
out-of-body experiences. See projections of consciousness
Oversoul Seven and the Museum of Time (Jane Roberts), GJ:c03:20–21
particle personality. See focus personality
past, AC:c13:148
formation of the, AC:c10:120–122
reacting to, AC:c18:221
past lives. See reincarnation
Paul, Saint
heard God's voice, GJ:c20:210
man who thinks he is, PP:c18:235–236
vision of Christ seen by, PP:c25:336
perception
alternate methods of, GJ:c01:3–6
memory as faulty, GJ:c10:101
official and unofficial, PP:c19:238–246
definition of, AC:Glos:277
psychic, interpreting, GJ:c10:95–96
scientific thought and, GJ:c09:85, GJ:c22:231–232
See also events; free awareness; pre-perception
  definition of, AC:Glos:277
  as gods, AC:c16:191
  Seth as, AC:App I:264
personality, focus. See focus personality
Plato
  man who thought he saw, AC:c15:185–186
  model set up by, PP:c10:114–115
polemics, PP:c15:188–189
popes, early history of, GJ:c21:220
  definition of, AC:Glos:277
precognition
    See also Big Flats woman
  Jane's experiments with, PP:c11:125–129
  definition of, AC:Glos:277
  of Christianity, GJ:c20:209
  underlie the body's condition, AC:c18:220
probable
  definition of, AC:Glos:278
  taken as an emotional disorder, GJ:c17:173
psyche, AC:c11:135
  as awareized energy, PP:c14:166–167
  birth of the, AC:c08:96–98
  coordination points in, PP:c03:41
  difficulty in mapping, PP:c23:295–310
  governments as natural elements of, PP:c21:274–276
  parts of, PP:c09:107–109
  as shaman, GJ:c17:180–181
  structure of, PP:c16:203
  as a superbeing, AC:c16:194–195
    See also source self
psychiatrist, visit from, GJ:c07:60–61
psychic
  abilities, popular ideas about, GJ:c05:38–39, GJ:c06:48
  experiences
    in Christ's time, GJ:c20:207–211
    Jane's interpretation of, AC:c01:11–14
  phenomena, reaction of science and religion to, GJ:c22:231–232
  politics as private policies, PP:c16:198
  structures, GJ:c10:97–98
    See also under Roberts, Jane, poems
Psychic Politics (Jane Roberts), GJ:c10:93, GJ:c10:98, GJ:c10:100
initial impetus for, PP:c01:7–9
psychology, conventional
  beliefs of, GJ:c04:36
  explanations by, AC:Pre:vi, AC:Pre:viii
pyramid shape in consciousness experiments, AC:c03:33, AC:c04:36–37, PP:c01:15

R
racial living area, AC:c12:143–145
The Rebellers (Jane Roberts), GJ:c04:36
  Christianity's beliefs and, GJ:c20:208
  human species and, GJ:c09:84
  probabilities and, AC:c13:154
  See also counterparts; focus personality
reincarnational dramas
  definition of, AC:Glos:278
  example of, AC:c02:19–24, AC:c02:26
  results of, AC:c04:39
  See also Nebene and Shirin (reincarnational selves)
religions, AC:c20:248–249
  Eastern, GJ:c06:52
  impulses and, GJ:c04:25
  tenets of, GJ:c07:58, GJ:c21:217
  history of, PP:c21:274–276
  psychic phenomena's effect on, GJ:c22:231–232
  See also Christian religion; God; gods
repression, sexual, PP:c18:222–231
Roberts, Delmer Hubbell, death of, AC:c07:75–76
Roberts, Jane
  autobiography of, AC:c06:63, AC:c08:102, AC:c09:108, GJ:c05:46
  beliefs, official, vs. Jane's, GJ:c16:166–167
  bird in the house as omen of death, AC:c14:166–169, AC:c14:175
  childhood and youth, GJ:c05:39–46
  clown and child experience in Alpha Two, AC:c06:66–69
  creative writing class of, AC:c06:64
  ecstatic experience of, AC:c09:104–106
  everything-is-in-God experience, PP:c24:312–314
  father of. See Roberts, Delmer Hubbell
  fear
    of leading others astray, GJ:c07:57
  grandfather of (Joseph Adolph Burdo), PP:c09:104–106
  help for
    couple with a sick child, AC:c06:72–73
    dying woman, refusal of, PP:c16:206
    locating a missing person, PP:c08:90–93
    murder investigation, refusal of, PP:c16:204–205
  Helper, use of, to help others. See Helper
  hole-in-the-universe experience, AC:c06:70–72, AC:c06:75–76
hug with Dr. W., AC:c06:61–62
library, psychic. See library, Jane's
life as a jealous leader, AC:c01:8–9
marriage
to Robert Butts, GJ:c05:46, GJ:c06:47
to Walter Zeh, GJ:c05:45–46
massiveness, feeling of, PP:c01:15–16
mother of. See Roberts, Marie Burdo
movie biography, potential, GJ:c05:37–39
not responsible for improving the world, GJ:c14:144–145
pessimism in the poetry of, GJ:c04:26–34
poems
"A frog sat still," PP:c27:360–361
"A Small Incident," GJ:c04:29
"Carrier," GJ:c04:28
"Dear soul, I'm awed," PP:c03:36–40
"Death," GJ:c04:30
"Divinity is," AC:App V:276
"First Thought," GJ:c11:120–121
"Grandfather," GJ:c04:30
"I Saw a Hand," GJ:c04:33–34
"If Toes Had Eyes," GJ:c11:119–120
"I'll keep my soul in prison," PP:c22:288
"Invitation," PP:c01:5–7
"Listening," PP:c12:143–144
"Lyric," GJ:c04:29
"No Matter Where I Look," GJ:c09:87
"The Balance," GJ:c04:31
"The Game," GJ:c04:32–33
"The God of Jane said," GJ:c07:68
   commentary on, AC:App I:257
predictions, PP:c12:144–145
probable class, conducting, PP:c17:209–215
probable selves, PP:c20:256
psychic events, beliefs about, AC:Pre:vi
religious beliefs, GJ:c04:35, GJ:c06:49–53
role of herself and Seth, GJ:c21:218–219
Seth
   conjectures about. See Seth
   role of, in her life, PP:c01:4–5
sinful self, PP:c22:288
singing ability enhanced by Sumari, AC:c07:84–85
at Skidmore College, GJ:c05:42–43
speech
  at a college, AC:c09:109–111
to a religious organization, AC:c09:112
Sumari, development of facility in. See Sumari language
super-real experience, PP:c02:21–28
dream about, GJ:c02:11–12
impulses to move, GJ:c18:190–191
one reason for, PP:c22:288, GJ:c07:57
trances. See under Cyprus; Helper; Seth; Seth Two; Seven; Sumari language
vision of
  animal medicine man, PP:c09:105, PP:c14:171
  ape-man, PP:c09:102–106
  four-fronted selves, PP:c12:140–141
giant who frees people, AC:c17:203–205
her physical stiffness, PP:c09:99–100, PP:c09:104
huge figures around the rim of the world, AC:c15:182, AC:c17:201–202
light in the kitchen, AC:c15:181–182
physical and psychological expansion, PP:c03:42
silver guide, PP:c09:100, PP:c09:104–106
working at night, results of, PP:c26:345–348, PP:c26:350
on writing as play or work, AC:c14:174
See also Sumari language
Roderick (pseudonym, the intellectual), PP:c16:200
Roman Empire, GJ:c20:209, GJ:c21:220–222
Ruburt (entity name), GJ:c13:136
  Jane’s vision of, PP:c09:101–102

S
Sam, Dr., house of, AC:c06:67–72, AC:c07:76
Sarah (pseudonym, visitor), GJ:c24:251–252
Saratoga Springs, New York, GJ:c05:39–46
schizophrenia, possible cause of, AC:c08:86–87
science
  consciousness, disregard of, by, GJ:c24:256
  journals, Jane’s comments on, GJ:c13:140–141
  refutation of aspects of, GJ:c09:85
  Seth’s comments on, GJ:c14:145–146
  skepticism and, GJ:c12:129–133
scientist (Dr. Camper, pseudonym)
    Rob’s and Jane’s replies to first letter of, GJ:c12:128, GJ:c16:164
  second letter from, GJ:c14:146–151
scientist (Tom Willow, pseudonym), visit from, PP:c11:120–122
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